BIRD WALK
9-10:30am
Pleasanton Ridge, Tyler Ranch Staging Area: Sat, Jul 1
Sunol, Visitor Center: Sat, Aug 5
Kristina
The Bay Area bursts with bird life! New and experienced birders alike join us as we discover patterns of behavior, migration, and habitat.
8+yrs.

BIRDING BASICS
1-2pm
Visitor Center: Sat, Jul 1
Kristina
Beautiful birds abound - but how do you tell who's who? Join us to learn the basics of bird identification and foster an appreciation of our feathered friends! 7+yrs.

VIRTUAL INSECT TRIVIA
2-3p
Sat, Jul 1
Erica
Join us on the Sunol Facebook page as we discover the wonderful world of insects on this fun trivia program! Watch LIVE on Sunol Wilderness Facebook page. (A Facebook account is not needed to watch.)

REPTILE MEET AND GREET
2-2:30pm
Visitor Center: Every Sunday, except Jul 30
Interpretive Staff
Crawl, slither, or glide on over to the Sunol Visitor Center at 2pm for an encounter with wildlife! Learn about our resident reptiles and what you can do to help protect their habitat.

BAT WATCH WEDNESDAYS
7:30-9pm
Visitor Center: Every other Wed, Beg: Jul 5
Betty
Stop by the VC every other Wednesday this summer to discover the wonderful world of local bats! Be a community scientist as we attempt to count the number of bats we see.
FLOWER PHOTOGRAPHY - VIRTUAL

2-3pm  
Virtual LIVE Zoom Program: Sat, Jul 8  
Kristina  
Photographer Don Jedlove teaches tips and tricks needed to get professional images of hummingbirds, our flying jewels. He also shares his personal experience with swarms of hummingbirds in his own backyard! In addition, learn how to attract avian and insect pollinators by using native plants. Live on Sunol Wilderness Regional Preserve Facebook page. (A Facebook account is not needed to watch.) Recorded program will be available to watch on our Facebook page after the program ends.

OUTDOOR DISCOVERIES! 🦇  
10:30a-NOON  
Visitor Center: Mon  
Jul 10, Bats of Sunol, REGISTRATION #48997  
Aug 14, Power of the Sun, REGISTRATION #48998  
Betty  
Explore the world around you in this preschool and home school nature series! Meet the Naturalist at the Visitor Center for an engaging lesson followed by a craft or activity. 4-8yrs.

OHLONE CULTURES INFO TABLE 📚  
Visitor Center: Sat, Jul 22, 10-11am  
Camp Ohlone Road: Aug 5, 1-2p  
Kristina  
Sunol Regional Wilderness is an important place to Ohlone Peoples. Learn about the rich cultural history of the first people who have called this place home for time immemorial and gain appreciation for their thriving lifestyle.

NATURE JOURNALING WORKSHOP  
2-3:30pm  
Facebook and Zoom, VIRTUAL, Sat, Jul 22, Aug 19  
Erica  
Learn ways to observe and record weather data and reflect on wilderness with the upcoming nature journal workshops! Embark on a step-by-step nature journaling adventure as you make observations and practice techniques with Naturalist Erica during a live virtual broadcast on Sunol’s Facebook & Zoom.

Jul - Weather https://ebparks.zoom.us/j/88238891481  
Aug - The Idea of Wilderness https://ebparks.zoom.us/j/89460676360

SCORPIONS OF THE NIGHT  
Visitor Center: 9:30-10:30pm, Sat, Jul 8, Aug 12 - 8:45-10p  
Erica  
As darkness falls across Sunol, slowly search for the oldest predator on land, scorpions. Will we find these florescent, mysterious creatures? *Sighting not guaranteed

JR. PALEONTOLOGIST 🦖  
1:30-2:30pm  
Visitor Center: Sat, Jul 15, REGISTRATION #49000  
Aug 26, REGISTRATION #49001  
Erica  
Discover what it's like to be a paleontologist! Learn about ancient life in Sunol and the tools used to find fossils. Check out real fossils found in our East Bay parks. 3+yrs.

ANIMAL ADAPTATIONS 🦱  
1-2pm  
Visitor Center: Sat, Jul 22  
Kristina  
Animals have amazing adaptations that help them find and avoid predators. Join us to learn about some of the incredibly cool things that animals' bodies can do and behaviors they exhibit to help them thrive in their environment. 5+yrs.

AM PAINT N' CHILL 🎨  
8:30-10am  
Visitor Center: Sat, Jul 29, REGISTRATION #49162  
Erica  
Celebrate your love of nature and spark your creativity during this AM Paint N' Chill. Join in a morning of step-by-step painting instruction in the park and follow along as you enjoy the sights and sounds of Sunol.

COOL ADAPTATIONS SCAVENGER HUNT 🏞️  
10-11am  
Visitor Center: Sat, Aug 19  
Kristina  
Animals and plants have amazing adaptations that help them fight the heat. Learn about some of the cool things that plants and animals' bodies can do or behaviors they exhibit to help them keep cool. 5+yrs.